The following citations are examples of only the most commonly used resources. For citation examples of other kinds of source materials or more specific kinds of information, refer to MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers.

To use endnotes, place a number within your text near the place where you refer or quote another’s work. Start with the number 1 and proceed (2, 3,…) as far as needed.

All notes should appear at the end of the scholarly work; start them on a new page; center and title the page “Notes”; number all notes pages in sequence with the text. Each note citation is indented five spaces from the left margin; precede each entry with the note number typed slightly above the line; leave a space between the number and the entry.

When citing the same work more than once, a shortened form is used after a full entry has been given. The shortened version is brief and clear – enough to identify the work. The author’s last name followed by the relevant page numbers is usually adequate.

When citing two or more works by the same author, use a shortened version of the title following the author’s last name in references after the first. The information is repeated even when two notes in sequence refer to the same work.

**BOOKS**

**Book- single author**


**Book- more than one author**

2 Peter Bondanella, and Julia Conaway Bondanella, eds., *Dictionary of Italian Literature* (Westport: Greenwood, 1979) 52-57.

**A Multivolume Work**


**A Work in Anthology**


**JOURNAL ARTICLES**

**Article from a Journal (continuous paging in volume)**


**Article from a Journal (each issue paged separately)**


**NEWSPAPERS**

**Article from a Newspaper**


**REFERENCE BOOKS**

**Reference Book Article- unsigned**


**Reference Book Article- signed**


**ELECTRONIC SOURCES**

**World Wide Web Based Resource**

The following citations are examples of only the most commonly used resources. For citation examples of other kinds of source materials or more specific kinds of information, refer to MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers. The list of works cited begins on a new page at the end of the scholarly work; center and title each page with “Works Cited”; number each page continuing the sequence of the text. Use parenthetical notes in the text to specify what you derived from the list of works cited. Each entry begins flush with the left margin; if the entry is more than one line long, indent each subsequent line five spaces. The entire list should be double spaced between entries and within entries. Alphabetize the citations by the author’s last name; if the author’s last name is unknown, alphabetize the entry by the first word in the title other than an article.

**BOOKS**

**Book- single author**

**Book- more than one author**

**A Multivolume Work**

**A Work in an Anthology**

**JOURNAL ARTICLES**

**Article from a Journal (continuous paging in volume)**

**Article from a Journal (each issue paged separately)**

**NEWSPAPERS**

**Article from a Newspaper**

**REFERENCE BOOKS**

**Reference Book Article- Unsigned**

**Reference Book Article- Signed**

**ELECTRONIC RESOURCES**

**World Wide Web Based Resource**